Some businesses don’t have financial controllers; others do but don’t have a clue or a complete idea about how the controllership function works, while many overlap this vital function with their CFOs.

When the controllership function is used properly, it can have the greatest company-wide impact that can boost the profitability of any business. Every business should know how this function really works.

There is no school for controllership. This is the only best practices program geared to help current and future financial controllers to mold them in their right role to maximize their potential and create real value for the benefit of their business organization.

Whether you are an aspiring accountant who wants to move up to the next level, a controller who aspires to be the best, a CFO who wants to make his controllers more effective, or the board director and senior decision-maker in management who wants to wear the controller’s hat, this program is guaranteed to be extremely useful.

Maida B. Bruce – is the vice president and group controller of the largest infrastructure company in the Philippines – the Metro Pacific Investment Corporation (MPIC). She was formerly the CFO of Strategic Landbank Management Group - Ayala Land, Inc. She has held various position as a senior finance professional with over 15 years of solid experience in many industries.